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ICU as Informational Interface

A Model for Data-Driven ICU Design

Julie Zook1, Upali Nanda2, Kate Renner3

Intensive Care Units (ICUs) can be regarded as configurations of informational
interfaces that are ultimately aimed at preserving the lives of patients. It is important to
develop analytical tools and design strategies that support staff as they layer
information-seeking activities into their clinical tasks, with information having the
potential to arise from the patient, patient chart information, and others in space of the
ICU.

This study merges data from a Post-Occupancy Evaluation (POE) program with space
syntax plan analysis for seven ICUs, focusing on spatial correlates of staff ratings of
design support for time at bedside and ease visual connections with peers. We build here
on existing space-syntax-inflected research that has identified links between design and
outcomes in ICUs by correlating quantitative descriptions from floorplan layout analysis
with measures of design performance. Our approach is focused on creating the
theoretical and analytical groundwork for an ongoing POE program, with the intent of
expanding the dataset and ultimately improving the capacity to draw design
implications from POEs.

In the initial analysis of ICUs described here, visual contact with peers appears
influenced by the integration of key work zones, namely centralized and decentralized
nurse stations, both of which have the capacity to act as hubs of information-sharing
through the patient chart and through social interaction. Design support for time at the
patient bedside, by contrast, appears more influenced by local shape properties of the
plan where it links patient rooms and nurse stations. Specifically, greater convex step
depth was associated with decreased staff perception of support for time at bedside.
Given the small sample size and the exploratory intent of the study, these findings
should be taken as preliminary, but nonetheless are expected to be useful to the ongoing
POE work.
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Intensive Care Units (ICUs) belong to the class of buildings that are described in space syntax theory
as the reversed type (Hillier & Hanson, 1984; Markus, 1993). In the social conception of space,
reversed types embody top-down order, the architectural inscription of social differences, and a
primary concern with control of permeability. They invest heavily in the creation and maintenance of
boundaries and behavioural protocols associated with specific spaces. And, in perhaps the signature
move of the reversed type, they place certain inhabitants in the deep and non-distributed spaces of the
configuration: prisoners in cells, students in classrooms, and the sick in patient rooms. These
occupants are surveilled and controlled by another class of occupant, often professional, who moves
more or less freely, applying expertise. In the theory of the reversed type, the professional group
controls both the knowledge and the distributor spaces, such as corridors.

Reversed types are often associated with pathology, and descriptions of the reversed type often focus
on the dehumanization induced by institutions. The literature surrounding the reversed type, including
Markus (1993) and Hillier and Hanson (1984) critiques, implicitly or directly, the conscription of
architecture into encounters between the powerful and the relatively disempowered. With this in mind,
we turn to ICUs and their care professionals and patients. In straight application of reversed type
theory, ICU patients exemplify the dehumanized and powerlessness occupant of the reversed type.
They sit deep and disconnected in their patient rooms, receiving round-the-clock professionally
specialized ministrations. They are sedated and intubated, inert body and data chart forming the main
interface for their interactions with care professionals. They are in a state of vulnerability that can only
be described as extreme. And, if all goes well, they leave alive. Most, one might hazard, would elect
to endure the indignities of a reversed type that heightens their odds of survival over a more
egalitarian spatial setting in which their chances of survival are reduced. From this perspective, it is
worthwhile to regard the reversed type of the ICU less as monolith and more by the variety of ways
that the type creates various informational interfaces among care staff, patients, and data.

This paper is about the layout properties of ICUs and the layout design decisions that put a thumb on
the scale in favour of ICU survival. As a research project, it is fundamentally entwined with the
professional practice of architecture. Plans and data both come from HKS Architects, whose research
initiatives include an ongoing Post-Occupancy Evaluation (POE) program and associated dataset.
POE aims at better understanding the experiences of end users of buildings in their constructed and
occupied form. POE approaches were developed in recognition that, while industry practices capture
well the values of those who commission buildings, building performance under normal occupancy by
everyday users is poorly understood. We begin here to address two challenges of using POE in design.
POE tends to struggle to answer in design terms the question of why things perform well or poorly and,
further along the chain of reasoning, what next ought to be done. In other words, while POE captures
valuable information, new and additional work is required to interpret it and to identify and use the
design principles that it implies for future projects.

This paper compares layout properties of seven ICUs and correlates them with data from staff
questionnaires on design support for care activities related to teaming and access to the patient bedside.
Our aims are twofold: first, to test for relationships between layout properties and staff-reported
design support for key care tasks and, second, to develop an adjunct approach to POE methods that
could use space syntax to feed-forward user evaluation into subsequent design decisions. This
research is exploratory and focused on initial testing of measures and methods. The sample size is
very small, but a statistical approach is nonetheless used to form a preliminary approach to a growing
database. The intent is to set the stage for a long-term, large-n database that supports identification of
both principles linking performance and design and eventual identification of threshold values in
spatial attributes that are associated with improved operational function.

Space syntax analysis is used to link the quantified questionnaire evaluations of design performance
returned by building users with corresponding attributes of floorplans. We build on existing research
on space syntax predictors linking ICU layout and performance. These studies have shown syntactic
variables to predict more overall nurse time in the room (Heo et al. 2009), greater nurse awareness of
peers (Cai & Zimring, 2012), reduced risk of patient falls (Choi, 2012), and reduced patient mortality
(Ossmann, 2016).
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ICUs can be viewed as complex informational systems that house, on any given day, innumerable
tasks and interactions, ranging from those that are clearly discernible and form the basis of medical
billing, to those that are neither highly visible nor amenable to categorization, such as forms of
awareness, attention, or engagement that a nurse might extend to a patient or another member of the
care team (Bowker & Star, 1999). While ICUs can readily track their performance through metrics
like average length of stay or mortality, they are likely to vary a great deal from one another in how
they create spatial cultures of care. Though potentially subtle, the degree to which clinicians maintain
awareness, proximity, and interaction with patients, other care staff, and information would seem the
likely sort of causal mechanism to underlie the existing studies linking syntactic predictors to ICU
performance outcomes.

2. DATASETS AND METHODS
The HKS POE team collects data after a facility has been fully operational for a year, using data pulls
on operations, hospital leadership interviews, walkthroughs, floorplan-based analysis of distances,
sound and illumination studies, and collection of department-specific Web-based questionnaires.
Currently, HKS benchmarks responses and draws lessons from all parts of the POE process. (For an
example, see Nanda, Pati, & Nejati, 2015.) In the ICUs studied, individual staff members responded
to ICU-specific questionnaires, which were collected and averaged with the ICU as the spatial unit of
analysis.
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Figure 1 – Programmatic zones of seven ICUs

From the questionnaire data, we selected two questions that focused on staff-rated design support for
dimensions for which we have a theoretical basis given existing studies in space syntax: 1. design for
support line-of-sight connections between peers, and 2. design support for patient time at bedside. As
regards care staff teamwork, Cai and Zimring (2012) demonstrated the impact of the integration of
decentralized nurse stations on nurse involvement in communication and awareness of colleagues,
whom they might call on for learning or other assistance. As regards time at bedside, Heo and
colleagues found axial integration to predict frequency of nurse visits to patient rooms (2009).
Research by Choi (2011) and Ossmann (2016) similarly imply the importance of the visual centrality
of the patient room to the safety of the ICU patient who occupies it. In terms of explicating a causal
mechanism, the general syntactic explanation is that spatial centrality is associated with intensified
use.

In terms of spatial analysis, three types of space syntax measures were used in the statistical models.
Measures of integration were assessed using both axial maps and isovist-based visibility graph
analysis (VGA) as implemented in Depthmap software (Turner, Doxa, O'Sullivan, & Penn, 2001).
Axial and VGA analysis were conducted for entire ICUs, using unit doors to bound the extents of the
analysis. The spatial attributes of key trajectories were assessed using convex partition maps (Hillier
& Hanson, 1984).
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Nursing units, including ICUs, are constrained in the variety of kinds of spaces they contain. While it
is possible to flex on the number of patient beds and the number, kind, and distribution of nurse
stations, many of the programmatic elements of nursing units are more or less fixed. However,
nursing unit design has long varied in layout typologies and, especially in recent decades, the
geometry of floorplans and floorplates. The sample of seven ICUs varies widely in shape, with most
units spanning entire floors. (See figure 1.) In terms of main programmatic differences, two units
contain only decentralized nurse stations, two contain only centralized nurse stations, and three
contain both centralized and decentralized nurse stations. The number of beds per unit ranges from
eight to 32.

A key theme in care spaces is the importance of staff access to information about patients, whether it
comes from patient examination, medical charts, or other care staff in the space. Each plan was
initially considered in terms of how the unit creates such informational interfaces through the
organization of the program. We considered four distinct zones, each emphasizing different forms of
patient information. Centralized nurse stations provide patient information though social interaction,
chart data, and visual surveillance of the unit and of a limited number of patient rooms (e.g., Leaf,
Hormel, & Factor, 2010). The decentralized nurse station provides access to chart data and, typically,
visual connection to specific, often assigned, ICU patients. The decentralized nurse station appears to
have a social function distinct from that of the central nurse station, with less group-wise and more
dyadic information sharing, which is somewhat inefficient and at odds with the longstanding nurse
station function of centralizing communication (Fay et al., 2017; Real, Bardach, & Bardach, 2017).
The corridor is a social interface, including both staff and family (Carthey, 2008), a key location of
impromptu communication between members of the care team from distinct professions, and a setting
for intermittent but non-trivial visual access to patients (Hadi & Zimring, 2016; Lu, Peponis, &
Zimring, 2009). The patient room is the zone of embodiment, of the corporeal reality of the patient; it
is the unique location of direct patient examination and interaction. The patient room can also have a
social dimension because of rounding and the trend toward family presence in ICU rooms, but the
actual presence of the patient is a unique feature from the point of view of information. The way each
plan embeds these zones is depicted in Figure 1. Looked at from this point of view, we see that
despite formal differences in plan geometry, the basic order of spaces is largely invariant.

Using a subset of spaces, we looked at mean convex step depth for centralized nurse stations and their
associated patient rooms on five of the units studied, as demarcated during site visits by one of the
authors. Running parallel to this analysis, we created boundary maps for these areas, noting that,
despite the variety of formal instantiations, we see a near-total uniformity in the structure of
relationships amongst named spaces. The units vary in the number of rooms involved, and, in one
case, there is a ring-like connection to a secondary nurse station, the only deviation from the tree
structure. Tree-like structures, are another hallmark of reversed types, yet the convex maps (Figure 4)
indicate variability within and between subunits regarding the spatial form of the relationship from
nurse station to patient room.

We can characterize our ICUs as differing in layout and floorplate geometry, but being mostly similar
as regards the fundamental structure of the functional areas associated with individual centralized
nurse stations.
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Figure 2 – Mean depth: red = low values/high integration, blue=high values/low integration

2a. Method on spatial form and staff visibility

The POE questionnaire elicits ratings on a 5-point scale in response to the statement “The design of
the department supports line of sight connections between peers.” Care staff conduct work in a way
that is generally mobile, but with consistent use of centralized and decentralized nurse stations to
access charts and other information, talk with peers, and, directly surveil a limited number of patients.
Space syntax has developed and validated a general theory correlating measures of spatial centrality
with distribution of moving users (Peponis et al., 1989; Grajewski, 1993; Hillier et al., 1993; Peponis,
Ross, & Rashid, 1997; Penn, Desyllas, & Vaughan, 1999). The first analysis will correlate ratings on
design support for peer visibility with average centralized nurse station integration, and, in a second
analysis, with decentralized average nurse station integration. The centralized nurse station areas were
defined as the area behind the nurse station desk/s, usually terminating at walls enclosing core
functions. The decentralized nurse station areas were defined as extending 2 feet along the length of
the approach side of the work surface.

Mean depth averaged for the areas associated with each station was used as the measure of integration
for this study. (See Figure 2.) We chose to use a measure that was not size-normalized, as there is
research indicating ICU size impacts care processes (Kalisch, Ruseell, & Lee, 2013), and we thus did
not want to suppress the effects of size. Spatial analyses were conducted in UCL Depthmap (Turner,
2001) using a 1-foot-by-1-foot tessellation of the floorplan. We used the isovist as the unit of spatial
analysis for this question because probabilistic visual encounter of one’s work peers is not merely a
product of the structure of spatial connections but also of how the layout shape, including its area,
creates conditions of visual availability. Given that the survey question includes the phrase “line of
sight”, we additionally evaluated each unit according to its ratio of visually linked decentralized nurse
stations, defining any such station as visually linked if it has a line-of-sight connection to at least one
other nurse station, centralized or decentralized.
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2a. Method on spatial form and time at patient bedside

The prior case, of peer visibility, is relatively more fluid and probabilistic than time at bedside.
Bedsides are in fixed locations, while care staff are mobile. Building in prior work by Heo and
colleagues, we tested the correlation of axial integration with staff evaluation of design support for
time at bedside. Again, we used mean depth as the integration measure and took the value of the axial
line that crossed the space of the bed. (See Figure 3.) However, we were concerned that an axial-
based approach risked oversimplifying the variety of floorplate and unit shapes represented in our
sample. Research by Stelfox (2003) and Hall and colleagues (2008) has indicated the sensitivity of
care staff to not only intervening turns but also intervening thresholds in the timeliness, frequency,
and quality of patient care activities. Using the subset of spaces identified for the boundary maps, we
looked at mean convex step depth from centralized nurse stations and their associated patient room
bedside on five of the units studied. (See Figure 4.) Given a long-standing line of research associating
nurse walking distances with time at bedside (e.g., Trites et al., 1970), we additionally measured
average distance from central nurse stations to patient beds for this subset of spaces.

Figure 3 – Axial mean depth
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Figure 4 – Convex step depth

3. RESULTS
A brief note on the statistical analysis is in order from the start; the sample sizes for these analyses are
five to seven cases. It is not the intent, at this point, to externally generalize models, but to assess the
suitability of certain ICU measures for future inclusion in a growing POE database. In no case were
correlation coefficients statistically significant, and confidence intervals generally span reversed
relationships between variables. Best-fit lines are included for illustrative purpose only. Despite the
lack of robustness, a statistical approach is used from the get-go because our long-term intent is to
build predictive, statistical models.

3a. Design support for line-of- sight connections between peers

We looked two potential spatial explanations for staff evaluations of line-of-sight connections
between peers: average VGA mean depth of centralized nurse stations and average VGA mean depth
of decentralized nurse stations. We also looked at the number of decentralized nurse stations per
patient bed and the number of visual links between nurse stations per floor.

In both correlational analyses, mean depth has a patternly relation with staff ratings of visual
connections, with falling integration associated with lower rates of visual connection. We tested
removing the highest scoring unit, which also has very low mean depth (appearing as the top left point
in the scatterplots in Figure 6a and 6b), and the relationship flattens to some degree, indicating the
key limitation of small datasets.
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Figure 6a & 6b : Correlation of staff ratings of line-of-sight visual connections to peers with mean depth of centralized (above)
and decentralized (below) workstations

Figure 7: Comparison of rank orders of, from left to right, peer visiblity (from staff survey); decentralized nurse station
integration (average mean depth of these areas); decentralized nurse stations per patient bed, and percent of decentralized nurse
stations that have a straight-line visual conneciton with one or more other nurse stations

To begin to probe potential alternate explanations for ratings of design support for visual connections,
we compared units with decentralized nurse stations on the rank order of survey scores, density of
decentralized nurse stations, and percent of decentralized nurse stations with a visual link to at least
one other nurse station (centralized or decentralized) (See Figure 7). ICUs in facilities 11 and 3 were
most highly rated on support for line-of-sight connections with peers, while having the lowest density
of decentralized nurse stations and the fewest decentralized nurse stations that were visually linked to
others. Roughly the inverse was the case for the ICU at facility 2, which was rated low for support for
peer visibility and had poorly integrated decentralized nurse stations that were relatively dense and
visually interconnected with each other. This would seem to provide preliminary support to the theory
that peer visibility in ICUs is probabilistic, as the integration of frequently used spaces increases the
sense of visual access to peers more than line of sight connections. It also implies that quality of
placement of stations is more effective than pumping up the quantity of stations in creating a sense of
visual peer connection among staff. The methodological implication is the space syntax theories and
measures of integration may well be more suitable that other floorplan measurement approaches in
predicting perceived support for staff visibility.
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3b. Time at Patient Bedside

We looked two potential spatial explanations for staff evaluations of design support for time at the
patient bedside. The first was axial integration of the patient room (following Seo and colleagues),
with use of mean depth as the measure of integration. Part of our research interest was in shape and
the impact of implicit shape-driven thresholds on nurse perceptions of access to patients (following
Stelfox as well as Hall and colleagues). We examined the average convex depth of a set of patient
rooms associated with centralized nurse stations in five ICUs. Again, in the interests of comparing
syntax and other approaches, we also looked at unit mean walking distance from centralized nurse
stations to patient rooms, comparing rank orders.

As in the prior case, decreasing integration, this time as axial analysis of the patient room, was
associated with decreased staff ratings of design support for time at bedside. However, in this case
when we remove the most extreme case, the direction of the relationship flips, indicating some
ambiguity about the relationship, very possibly due to the small sample size. (See Figure 8a & 8b.)
Adding additional cases is expected to clarify the issue.

Figure 8a & 8b : Correlation of staff ratings of design support for time at bedside with average axial mean depth at the patient
bed with all values (above) and with the most extreme value removed (below)

We correlated design support for time at patient bedside with the mean convex step depth for five sets
of patient rooms, each associated with a centralized nurse stations. We found that as average step
depth rose, staff ratings of design support for time at bedside fell. This appears to indicate that more
implicit thresholds related to spatial shape that intervene between nurse station and patient room may
increase the experienced sense of difficulty to reach patients. We also looked at distance to patient
room for the units studied. The table below shows a comparison of rankings of design support for time
at bedside against the unit-level measures patient room axial mean depth and average distance from
nearest centralized nurse station to patient bedside. The best-performing ICU in terms of time at
bedside has both well-integrated rooms and short paths of travel; however, the worst-performing room
has moderately high patient room integration and moderately short travel paths. Again, expanding the
number of cases studied is expected to help clarify the issue. (See Figure 10.)
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Figure 9: Correlation of staff ratings of design support for time at bedside with mean convex step depth linking centralized
nurse stations to their associated patient rooms.

Figure 10: Comparison of rank orders of, from left to right, design support for time at bedside (from staff survey); mean axial
depth at bedside, and meand distance from the centralized nurse station to associated patient rooms.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This study uses space syntax to translate from survey data to design performance with long-term
intent to increase the capacity to move from POE feedback to subsequent design. The analytical
strategies we use here could be readily applied to designs still on the boards, and their successes or
failures could be captured in ongoing POE survey work.

The ICUs in this study evinced patternly relations between layout properties and staff assessments of
design support for key tasks. Namely:

 The isovist-based integration of nurse stations, centralized or decentralized, tallied with staff
perception that their colleagues were visually accessible. Nurse station integration tracked
better with staff evaluations than number of nurse stations or percentage of nurse stations that
were visually linked to other nurse stations.

 Using convex depth as a measure, the greater the complexity of the route between nurse
station and bedside, the less highly staff rated design support for time at bedside.
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 Axial integration of patient rooms was associated with staff perception of support for time at
bedside, though this relationship flipped with the removal of a single data point. Given the
small sample size, this and all findings presented herein should be considered preliminary.

A potential implication of the findings is that colleague visibility is associated with the larger
community of care staff, and is thus well-captured by measures associated with the most general of
syntactic theories, that integration predicts use intensity and mixing. In addition to staff who attend to
ICU patients throughout their shift, ICUs fold in more transient peers, such as occupational therapists,
pharmacists, respiratory therapists, and possibly medical residents, among others, some of whom
move throughout the hospital over the course of the day. On-unit integrated work areas may serve to
mix these groups as transitory communities of practice.

By contrast, the spatial relation of the staff to an assigned patient may best be considered at the small
and specific domain in which it is realized, and so the analytical and theoretical approach may do well
to attend to the specific perceptual conditions associated with the key trajectories of situated users. If
an increasing number of convex spaces between nurse station and patient bed creates a greater sense
of distance to the patients, then care staff may be sensitive to perceptual thresholds even in the
absence of doorways, turns, or other overt markers of thresholds. Curving hallways, patient room
layouts with corridor-side bathrooms, and canted patient room layouts all tend to increase both the
number of intervening convex spaces from nurse station to the bedside, and also the variability within
units, so that in the same unit some patient rooms may feel much closer and more accessible than
others that are nearby. Layouts that use these subtle forms of distancing may be desired in inpatient
units with relatively low-acuity patients, such as those recovering from minor surgery or childbirth.
Such distancing is likely to improve the patient’s sense of privacy and promote the night-time quiet
that is necessary for uninterrupted sleep. It is the most acute patients require the greatest surveillance
(Leaf, Homel, and Factor, 2010). Should technology substantially supplant nurse eyes on the patient,
nurse time at bedside may become less important as a predictor of patient safety and comparatively
more important to patient experience and satisfaction. In such a case, nurse time at bedside could take
on a more formal, predictable, and protocol-driven quality, which would be distinct from the current
mix of scheduled and impromptu, sometimes visually-driven, incursions of nurse to bedside. In such a
case, the nature of the design problem may evolve toward a concern with balancing reasonable travel
distances to patients against the capacity for inpatient unit layout properties to promote staff
interaction and learning.

The limitations of this study are several. The sample of ICUs is much smaller than is considered
adequate for linear modelling approaches. We also lack data to ascertain to what degree survey
respondents are representative of the population of staff working on units. Further, the ICU is a large
and heterogeneous spatial unit, and it would be helpful to know which central nurse stations or sub-
areas are primarily used by individual respondents; this would be especially relevant to the convex
analysis of subunits. Some dimensions of design support for care would be better understood through
direct measures of design performance rather than perceptions of design performance. Future research
expanding the number of ICUs is being pursued, and there may be scope, in some cases, to more
finely specify the spatial unit of inquiry and to enrich the data collected to include performance data.
That said, we feel that the extension to POE process outlined here is a viable method for increasing a
general understanding, not only of the function of individual buildings, but also of how space works
more generally in ICUs. And, conversely, a space-syntax-augmented POE shows potential to close the
POE feedback loop in design terms, or, put another way, to translate from verbal design evaluation to
the non-discursive medium of constructed spatial form.
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